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Abstract 
Methods of measurements and evaluation of their results used in the Radon Programme of the 
Czech Republic are given together with the legal framework for these activities. They include 

− to search buildings with higher indoor radon risk, 
− to justify the higher indoor radon risk, 
− radon diagnosis  (to search sources of indoor radon) 
− to evaluate the successfulness of mitigation measures, 
− to determine the radon index of building sites,  
− to ensure metrological requirements, 

 

Introduction 
To start and provide a National Radon Programme a lot of studies, analysis, documents etc. has to 
be prepared, e.g.: 

− a representative survey of exposure to indoor radon of the population, which enables to estimate 
the level of this health risk factor (in mortality rate of lung cancer), to determine the action level, 
the percentage of population living with higher indoor radon etc., 

− a study of all causes of higher indoor radon levels in the country - radon in soil of all geological 
structures, usage of unsuitable raw material in the production of building materials, incidence of 
high radon concentrations in drinking water, 

− development and testing of country-specific mitigation techniques, 

− education of co-working teams to provide the programme countrywide, 

− ensurance of metrology and QA/QC, 

− licensing system of commercial activities, 

− initiation of a set of legal provisions in acts and regulations, 

− contact governmental and local authorities and find co-working institutes and agencies 
necessary for the realisation of the National Radon Programme, 

− etc. 

and last but not least 

− a set of methods of measuring and evaluation of results for all mandatory procedures.  

 



The last point is illuminated for the Radon Programme of the Czech Republic (CRP) by the team of 
authors and co-workers from the National Radiation Protection Institute (NRPI) in Prague, 
responsible  for the methodology and QA and by the team of authors and co-workers from the 
National Authority on Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Protection (NANBCP) in Příbram 
responsible for metrology and SSNTD methods used in the CRP. 
 
The CRP is defined by the Governmental Resolution No. 970/1999 [1]: 

− the aims and goals of the programme are declared, 
− the willing of giving subsidies for mitigation measures are declared in general, 
− ministers are charged with cooperation and the SONS is charged with the leadership, 
− finances for organisation, proving and research are set. 

 

A very important component for the realisation of the CRP are the commercial measuring 
companies licensed by SONS. Licensing of companies, to use this method and issue protocols for 
official decisions, is in the competence of SONS. For licensing is required especially (details are 
presented by J. Slovák in a paper of this Conference): 

− to attend a training course, 

− to pass a test of specialised knowledge,  

− to qualify on a comparative measuring, 

− to qualify in metrological test, 

− to submit a right QA program. 

Mainly for these licensed measuring companies the set official measuring methods and official 
interpretations of measuring results used in the CRP have been worked out. The cost of this dosimetric 
service in new buildings is paid by the house owner, but if the service is a part of the intervention it is paid 
from the mitigation subsidy. 

 

The protection of the population against indoor radon can by separated into two branches: 

− preventive measures, to ensure that indoor radon will be regulated in new houses 

− mitigation measures, to lower indoor radon in elder house with unacceptable radon level. 

In our country the date to distinguish between new and old houses is the year 1991, more 
specifically March 1, 1991, the day of coming into force of the Decree No. 76/1991 Coll. of the 
Ministry of Health, the first regulation of indoor radon. From the year 1996 the State Office for 
Nuclear Safety (& Radiation Protection) (SONS) is responsible for radiation protection. 

 

1. Preventive measures 
In general there are three lines to ensure radon prevention: 

− supervision on radioactivity in building materials 

− supervision on radioactivity in drinking water, 

− supervision on radon potential of building sites, 

− evaluation of indoor radon in unoccupied and occupied new buildings, 

− verification of the effectiveness of preventive measures. 

1.1. Supervision of radioactivity in building materials 

 



In the branch of building material (BM) the principles of the EC guidance published in Document 
Radiation Protection 112, 1999 have been ordered in article 6 section 4 of the Czech Atomic Act 
No. 97/1997 Coll., in valid version [2] and in article 96 of the Regulation on Radiation Protection 
No. 307/2002 Coll. [3] - see www.sujb.cz/legal framework.  

 
Methods for sampling frequency of probes are standardised (Decree 307/2002Coll.) and 
measurements of Ra-226, Th-228 and K-40 activity concentrations are based on gamma 
spectrometry systems. For official decisions results of measurements are accepted only from 
laboratories with a valid licence from SONS. Or in other words although that at the end the complex 
certification for BM is issued by the Technical and Testing Institute in Building Industry the 
radioactive properties of BM are supervised by inspectors of SONS.  
 

1.2. Supervision of radioactivity in drinking water 
In the branch of radioactivity in drinking water (DW) the requirements of the EC Recommendation 
from 20 December 2001 (and amended later) have been ordered in article 6 section 4 of the Czech 
Atomic Act [2] in some more progressive diction and in article 97 of the Decree on Radiation 
Protection [3] - see www.sujb.cz/legal framework:  

As for building material also methods of sampling of probes of DW are standardised and also 
measuring the activity concentrations (gross alpha, gross beta, radon, individual natural 
radionuclides) by different methods is now very common. For official decisions results of 
measurements are accepted only from laboratories with a valid licence from SONS. 

The supervision on radioactive properties of DW is on the responsibility of SONS. All other 
properties of DW requested by the EC Directive 98/83 are supervised by the Institute for Public 
Health of the Ministry of Health.  
 
 
1.3. Supervision and evaluation of building sites 
The preventive protection against radon of new houses is ordered by article 6 section 4 of the 
Atomic Act [2] obligatory through the radon-related index of the building site (RIBS) and by article 
94 of the Regulation [3] - see www.sujb.cz/legal framework.  

Determination of the RIBS is done by field methods combining results of radon concentrations in 
soil air and results for air permeability in the soil according to the guideline of SONS [5,6], which 
recommends acceptable approaches. Details are given in the paper of M. Neznal et al. on this 
Conference. 

This time the determination of RIBS is requested country wide, though there are some areas of 
South Moravia and North-East Bohemia where the occurrence of sites with medium and high RIBS 
is lower then in other areas of the country. But up to now the information about frequency and 
causes is not sufficient to delimit areas exempted from this duty. 

If the RIBS "is higher than low", it means medium or high the Construction Office requests in the 
construction permit that the design of the new building contains sufficient preventive measures 
which ensure the house to be radon prone. The Czech standard ČSN 73 0601 Protection of 
buildings against radon from the soil [8] is recommended to be part of the contract between the 
owner and the designer or building company. 
 
1.4. Evaluation of finished unoccupied new buildings 
The objective of preventive measures is to fit requirements of article 95 section 4 of the Decree [3]: 

− indoor radon concentrations up to 200 Bq/m3 in each living room 

− dose equivalent of gamma radiation up to 0,5 µSv/h. 
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However levels mentioned above are only recommended level as article 6 section 4 does not 
enforce the Construction Offices to verify the endpoint of the effort, the efficency of the nařízených 
preventive measures by measurements.  
 

Measurements recommended for indoor radon in new houses before the building approval, which 
have to be performed mostly before the house can be occupied and during a short time only, have to 
fullfil these conditions:  

− integral measurement during at least 7 days are accepted only, to minimise diurnal variation 
and influence of extreme meteorological factors  

− conservative ventilation have to be ensured during  the whole measuring period, e.g. closed 
doors and windows, minimum of entries and going out, 

− measuring of all living rooms in the contact with the ground and in one third of living rooms 
on ground level and in at least one living room on each higher level are mandatory, to 
minimise underestimation of radon concentration 

The results of such measurements are interpreted in such a way: 
− if all results are below the guidance level for new buildings and the conditions have been 

conservative the result is hold as a prove that guidance levels for new buildings are not 
exceeded, 

− if the guidance levels are exceeded and measurements have been done under conservative 
conditions, this is not the reason for interventions yet, more detail measurements (continuous 
measurements, source searching, ventilation analysis, radon diagnosis) are recommended  

− if conservative conditions were not held the result cannot be used for a decision,  

 
1.5. Survey of occupied new buildings 
After finding high indoor radon levels also in some new houses a project was started in 2003 of free 
measurements offered to owners of new building. Aim is to analyse extend of the issue. Analysis of 
the results will be used to formulate new recommendations. 

 
2. Measuring methods in intervention programme  
In general there are two issues: 

− Effective methods to search for houses with higher radon risk 

− Methods for checking the effectiveness of mitigation measures, 

− Searching for radon sources in houses – radon diagnosis. 

 

2.1. Search of houses with higher radon risk 
From two representative surveys of radon risk in our country in 1981/82 [7] and 1992/93 (covering 
about 0.05 % of the house stock) an amount of 60 to 70 thousand houses (about 2% of the house 
stock) were estimated to have levels higher than the action level of 400 Bq/m3 distributed unevenly 
in the country, mainly in areas with high RIBS of the geological ground. But also on areas with 
medium and low RIBS there occur house with indoor radon exceeding the action level. Founded on 
this finding this strategy of searching houses at risk was chosen: 

− to measure nearly all houses situated on areas of high RIBS 

 



− to measure about 10% of houses situated on areas of medium and low RIBS, with preference 
of houses with poor foundations. 

it means to measure about 700 000 house distributed in the whole country. 

SSNTDs Kodak LR115 placed in diffusion chamber are used for the search with an exposure period 
of one full year. This approach eliminates the season variations and detectors can be placed 
continuously during the year. For the screening one chamber is placed in each of two living rooms 
in the family house or flat. 

The results are interpreted in such a way: 

− if the values from both detectors are below 400 Bq/m3 the owner or user gets this 
information. 

− if the mean value from both detectors is below 1000 Bq/m3 the owner or user obtains 
together with the results also a brochure with advice how to mitigate the radon level by self-
help and he is also provided with a set of detectors to measure in all living rooms to find 
detailed data and a more sure mean value, 

− if the mean value is higher than 1000 Bq/m3 the owner of the house or user of the flat is 
informed by NRPI about the result and that subsidy to mitigate the problem can be requested 
if the results of the offered second whole year measuring period, with detectors placed in all 
living rooms, confirms the previous finding; the second measuring period can be reduced to 
two months if the owner wants start mitigation soon, 

− if the second measuring run confirms the results of the first run (the mean value above 1000 
Bq/m3) the results are handed over also to SONS to issue a standpoint for the Regional 
Office that the owner can request the subsidy. 

 

2.2. Verification of the effectivity of mitigation 
If the owner has started the mitigation measures with the pledge (promise) to get 150 000 CZK 
(equivalent to 3000 EUR) [4], provided by a professional designer and a certified building company 
(nay by self-help), a licensed measuring company has to measure the indoor radon concentrations 
under specified conditions given by the guidelines of SONS [5]: 

− integral measuring during seven days under conservative conditions 

− measuring in all living rooms of the house or flat. 

The results are interpreted in such a way: 

− if the results fit the requirements for effective mitigation (below 400 Bq/m3 or reduction of 
the situation before the mitigation by 75%) and the mitigation method is reliable the owner 
get a standpoint from SONS, that the financial support can be paid out, 

− if the results are not fitting the requirements and/or there exist other specified and justified 
reasons not to accept this stage of mitigation an expert group from NRPI is verifying the 
efficiency of mitigation using more specific methods (see two other papers in this Congress) 
and is recommending improvements. Only after solving all problems SONS hands over the 
standpoint for paying out to support. 

In each case the short time measuring is followed by a whole year measuring with SSNTDs in 
chambers to make sure that the mitigation is effective. But also if this is not the case the financial 
support has not to be returned, only the expert group from NRPI examines the reason of the failure. 
 

2.3. Searching for radon sources – radon diagnosis 

 



To understand better the causes of occurrence of high indoor radon concentrations and to be able to 
choose the most effective approach to mitigate them special investigations have to be provided with 
the aim 

− to localize the entry route of radon, 

− to quantify the entry rate of radon, 

− to follow the transport routes of radon into living rooms, 

− to interpret the known radon concentration in living rooms by the source term. 

A set of uncommon specialised techniques is used in radon diagnosis, e.g. 

− visualisation of entry routes by cold fume or by thermovision, 

− generation of underpressure by blower doors, 

− measuring of ventilation rates by adding special gases, 

− continuous measuring of radon concentration simultaneously in several living rooms of the 
house, 

− etc. 

Radon diagnosis is now used only for research purposes to prepare new recommendations in the 
CRP, especially by the expert team of NRPI in cooperation with expert in Building Engineering, 
Ventilation Engineering etc. 

 
3. Metrological ensurance of the Czech Radon Programme 
Metrology of radon and radon daughters is in our country ensured by the Authorised Metrological 
Centre (AMC) located in the NANBCP in Příbram. Its calibration is verified and compared 
internationally. AMC provides certification: 

a) for equipments which are officially specified according to the Act of Metrology (No. 505/1990 
Coll.) [9]: 

− all types of radonmeters used for indoor measurements and determination of RIBS, 

− integral radonmeters with electrets for indoor measurements 

− all types of continuous radonmeters 

b) for equipments which are not officially specified according to the Act of Metrology:[9] 

− SSNTD (Kodak or CR39), bar or placed in chambers for long (up to one year) or short (two 
months) exposure used in the Czech Radon Programme to search houses with higher radon 
level or to check the quality of mitigation measures 

− ???. 

The metrology for gamma spectrometry of building materials and for radon content of drinking 
water is ensured by another metrological establishment – by the Laboratory of Ionising Radiation of 
the Czech Metrologic Institute. 

 
Conclusion 
A complex set of methods and interpretations applied to provide the Czech radon Programme is 
presented. They are founded on about 15 years of development, application and improvement. The 
set is adjusted to statutory regulations and is optimised to the conditions in our country. It is also the 
result of good support of SONS, regional offices and of the government to solve this important task 

 



of radiation protection from natural sources of radiation at home. The work on tasks are sufficiently 
funded from the state budget. 

There is only one weak component in the system  - the facultative verification of the effectivity of 
preventive measures in new buildings. But this is the decision of the Legislative Council of the 
government 

From time to time the convenience of these methods and evaluations is analysed and adapted and 
complemented for/to new conditions. 

It showed also to be very useful that the metrology of radon is ensured by a team actively jointed 
with the CRP and not by a strange organisation. 
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